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“I wish I’d
Started Saving
Sooner”
And What HCM is Trying
to Do About That…

In 2016, Hengehold Capital Management asked our clients:
“What was the best financial advice you ever received?”
Without a doubt, the most common response was “start
investing early.” Not surprisingly, when we asked about
financial regrets, we heard “not starting early enough”.

How did you get started?

Well, we’re trying to help “the kids these days” do
something with your advice.

What were some of the questions you were able
to help with?

Some of the high schools are teaching financial literacy
classes now, which we think is terrific. We were
approached to guest lecture during the investing portion
of the classes.

The teachers have been doing an incredible job of getting
their students excited about budgeting, saving, and
investing. (That’s right, we used the words “excited”
Hengehold Capital Management took your wisdom and
and “budgeting” in the same sentence.) The teachers are
turned it into The HCM Roth IRA Award™, a Scholarship
communicating the “why” behind financial responsibility.
program for local high school students. Instead of a cash
We saw that we
gift to be used
could really help
for tuition, we’re
with the “how”
“Opening a Roth IRA and giving the winners of a
putting our own
and the execution.
spin on it…one
Personal Finance Award money is like giving the
that’s more focused
Most of these
winner of a science fair a chemistry set”
on Financial
students know
Independence.
how to buy a
computer or a set
We open and
of headphones. They know how to buy a pair of shoes.
partially fund Roth IRA Accounts for local high school
But opening an investment account and buying a stock,
students. Since we started this project in 2016, we have
mutual fund or ETF is something they have never done
opened Roth IRAs for over 50 students from 3 different
before.
high schools!

So, what is Hengehold Capital
Management doing?

Continued on next page
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Why Roth IRAs?

For starters, retirement accounts don’t count against the
students if they are applying for financial aid for college.
Even for the students who earned quite a bit of money
with their part time work, their current tax brackets are
quite low compared to where they will be when they are
working, and even when they start taking money from the
accounts.
Therefore, paying their taxes now in exchange for a long
life of tax-free growth is a great idea!

How were the winners selected?

HCM established a few objective criteria, such as having
“earned income”, which is necessary to open any type of
an IRA. We asked a few free-response questions as part of
the application, and turned the final selection over to the
teachers.

Who opens the accounts for the winners?

The HCM Team handles all the paperwork, and funds the
accounts with $250 per student, which is enough to make
the minimum purchases for many mutual funds. Stocks
and ETFs are also available to the students.
There is no fee paid to HCM for anything associated with
these accounts.

How is the money invested?

The students choose their own investments.

Spring Cleaning =
Spring Shredding

Remember, these are the students who have won a
Personal Finance Award. Opening a Roth IRA and giving
them money to invest is kind of like giving a chemistry set
to the winner of the science fair.
We want to encourage the students to learn how to do their
own investment research and make thoughtful decisions
with their own money.
We may log-in remotely with the students to teach them
how to use their online trading platform, and any students
who want our help in building a diversified portfolio can
get as much assistance from HCM as they like.

What do parents say about The HCM Roth
IRA Award™?

It’s been fun for us to see how the students’ families rally
around these awards and accounts. We’ve seen parents
and grandparents make contributions to the account for
Birthday and Graduation Gifts, or offer to the “match”
what the students contribute from their future earnings.
We’ve been asked to help the siblings of the winners open
Roth IRAs.
The thing that we keep hearing over and over from the
winners’ parents and grandparents is “I wish someone had
done this for me when I was 17”. We’re hoping to help the
next generation of savers and investors.
Do you have an industrious child or grandchild who is
working, saving, and wanting to start investing? Ask your
HCM Wealth Advisor about setting up an account for them.

HCM MAKES
2017 ADVISORY HQ
BEST FINANCIAL ADVISORS LIST
IN CINCINNATI, OHIO*

The arrival of spring brings with it that task of
getting the house cleaned and organized. Part
of that job for many of us is to go through old
paperwork, bills, and taxes to see what we can
discard.

We want to help make that job a bit easier for
our clients! We contract with an on-site shredding
service to destroy our disposable documents. If
you’d like to be “out with the old,” feel free to
bring in your disposable documents and drop them
in our bin for their safe and secure shredding. Just
give Sally a call at 513-598-5120 to let her know
that you plan to stop by.
*https://www.advisoryhq.com/about-us/#objective-approach
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The Standard Deduction and Itemized Deductions After Tax Reform
Due to the changes in the tax code brought on by The Tax
Cut and Jobs Act substantially increased the standard
deduction amounts for 2018 to 2025. It also eliminated or
restricted many itemized deductions for those years. You
can generally choose to take the standard deduction or
to itemize deductions. Because of the changes, far fewer
taxpayers will be able to reduce their taxes by itemizing
deductions.

Standard deduction

The standard deduction amounts are substantially
increased in 2018 (and adjusted for inflation in future

years). However, the personal exemption was eliminated,
so this increased standard deduction won’t have quite the
impact on your tax return as it might originally seem.

Standard Deduction
Single
Head of household
Married filing jointly
Married filing separately
Personal Exemption

2017
$6,350
$9,350
$12,700
$6,350
2017
$4,050

2018
$12,000
$18,000
$24,000
$12,000
2018
$0

P&G Update
Procter & Gamble is home to many of the great brands
more bolt-on style acquisitions are occurring where P&G
we have all come to know and use – Tide, Crest, Pampers,
feels they make strategic sense. A $500 million plant in
and Pantene to name a few. Along with great brands,
West Virginia is coming online. They are improving their
P&G has paid a dividend for the past 127 consecutive
approach to digital marketing spend. And more in the
years, successfully increasing its dividend for the past
headlines, Nelson Peltz, the outspoken activist investor
61 consecutive
who won the proxy
years. While that
battle with P&G
The question facing P&G right now is,
dividend history
last year, officially
puts P&G in a
took his seat on
‘what
is
a
company
that
is
trading
near
its
52-week
very select league,
P&G’s board on
low going to do to increase its stock price?’
investors also look
March 1. If P&G
for an increasing
can show solid
stock price to
improvements in
complement it. The question facing P&G right now is,
the near term, Peltz’s voice will likely be somewhat muted;
‘what is a company that is trading near its 52-week low
however, if growth remains stagnant or deteriorates,
going to do to increase its stock price?’
expect his voice to become very loud.
This past quarter ending December 31 was mediocre at
best for P&G. A tepid guidance for the year coupled with
lower than expected gross margins did not help matters.
Gross margins declined behind higher commodity
costs which were not able to be offset by productivity
improvements.
So where are the bright spots within P&G that will give
investors hope that the company is headed in the right
direction? Fortunately, there are several green shoots
that can be found. Market share, a key measure for P&G,
has recently been improving. After years of divestitures,
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We are optimistic that P&G will successfully navigate
the challenges ahead and will deliver on its fiscal 2018
objectives of returning value to shareholders.
Jim Eutsler
CMA, CFP®, ChFC®
P&G Retirement
Planning Specialist |
Wealth Advisor
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HCM Out & About

Our connection to Cincinnati goes beyond providing Retirement and Wealth Planning
services to those living in the community. We enjoy getting out and about supporting local charities & businesses.
We recently sponsored an event to help showcase one of
Cincinnati’s newest independent businesses, West Side Brewing.
The event was co-sponsored with Dinsmore and Shohl, LLP., and
was held to host the business and political leaders of The Western
Economic Council. Many HCM clients joined the party.
For more information about future Western Economic Council
Events, please visit http://westerneconomiccouncil.com/ or
contact WEC Board Member Steve Hengehold at Steve@
HengeholdCapital.com.

New Team members ONE YEAR LATER

Milly

Aver y

Henry

Jax

Crosby

HCM News
HCM welcomes new neighbors

Harrison Avenue area has been a hub of new growth in the last 6 months. United
Dairy Farmer totally rebuilt the Harrison Avenue location with 20 new gas pumps
opening in December 2017. Panera Bread has built a new store right next door
scheduled to open April 3rd and Mayfield Brain & Spine clinic located behind our
office opened in February. McAllister’s Deli new location will open across the street
on Harrison Avenue in the summer of 2018.
About Us…
When you decide to work with an Advisor to help plan and prepare for your financial future, it is important to work with professionals who are willing to take the time necessary to
understand your situation and help you create solutions uniquely suited to meeting your goals and objectives. Your HCM Team is always available to answer your questions. At HCM,
we provide goals-based wealth planning and investment management services using the top technology, research, and analytical skills of our investment professionals. As a fee-only
Registered Investment Advisor, our loyalties are always aligned with our clients’ best interests 513-598-5120 or visit our website at hengeholdcapital.com.
This newsletter provides financial and tax information to clients and friends of Hengehold Capital Management LLC. This information should not be acted upon without first determining
its application to your specific situation. For further details on any article, please contact us.
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